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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the one-dimensional delay differential equation
x9 t s ya t x g t , 1.1 .  .  .  . .
w . w . w .where a : 0, ‘ “ 0, ‘ and g : 0, ‘ “ R are continuous functions, and
 .g t F t for t G 0.
w x w xYoneyama 3, 4 has extended the results of Yorke 5 and shown that if
3t t .  .l s sup H a s ds - and m s inf H a s ds ) 0, then the zerot G 0 g  t . t G 0 g  t .2
 .solution of 1.1 is uniformly asymptotically stable.
w xOn the other hand, Yoneyama 2 also has shown that in case
t  .  .  .  H a s ds “ 0 as t “ ‘, the zero solution of x9 t s ya t f x t ytyr  t .
 ... w x ‘  .r t is uniformly stable, and Hara et al. 1 has shown that if H a s ds s ‘0
t  .  .  .   ..and sup H a s ds - 1, then the zero solution of x9 t s ya t x g tt G 0 g  t .
is uniformly stable and asymptotically stable.
We have a question whether the condition m ) 0 in the theorems of
w xYoneyama 3, 4 is an essential condition or not for the zero solution of
 .1.1 to be uniformly asymptotically stable.
In this paper, we solve this question and obtain the improved version of
their conditions by using the facts mentioned below. First, in the proof of
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w x  w x.Lemma 3.2 in 3 and also 4, Lemma 3.1 , to
a 2la y , 0 F a F 1,2g a s . 1 l y , a G 1,2
3 .  .Yoneyama estimated g a F 1 y y l m if 0 F a F 1, but in Lemma2
 .  .2.2, we find g a F K l , where
l2 , l F 1,2K l s . 1 l y , l ) 1.2
w xSecond, we see that in Theorem 4.2 in 3 , the condition m ) 0 can be
‘  .  .replaced by H a s ds s q‘ see Lemma 2.3 .0
Third, in Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, we obtain some relations to the condition
 . w x   . w x.1.2 in Yorke 5 see also 3.10 in Yoneyama 3 . Moreover, in Lemma
 .  .2.6, we show that if t y g t is not bounded, then the zero solution of 1.1
is not uniformly asymptotically stable.
3As a result, we have the improved Yoneyama's stability theorems for2
one-dimensional delay equations. We also give a remarkable example.
32. IMPROVED YONEYAMA'S STABILITY THEOREM2
w .Let g : 0, ‘ “ R be non-decreasing continuous functions such that
 .  .g t F t for t G 0. For H ) 0 and t G 0, let C t be the set of continu-0 H
w  . x 5 5 <  . <ous functions f : g t , t “ R such that f s sup f s - H.t sgw g  t ., t x
Consider the one-dimensional delay differential equation
x9 t s F t , x g t , 2.1 .  .  . . .
 .  .where F t, f is a continuous functional of t G 0 and f g C t , andH
 .  .x9 t denotes the right-hand derivative of x t .
 .  .  .For t G 0 and f g C t , we denote by x t; t , f the solution of 2.10 H 0 0
 .  . w  . xsuch that x s; t , f s f s for s g g t , t .0 0 0
 .  .  .We assume that F t, 0 s 0 so that x t ’ 0 is a solution of 2.1 , which
we call the zero solution.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. The zero solution of 2.1 is said to be stable if for
 .each « ) 0 and each t G 0, there exists d s d t , « ) 0 such that0 0
 . <  . <  .f g C t implies x t; t , f - « for all t G t . The zero solution of 2.1d 0 0 0
is said to be uniformly stable, if the above d is independent of t .0
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 .DEFINITION 2.2. The zero solution of 2.1 is said to be asymptotically
 .stable if it is stable and for each t G 0, there exists d s d t ) 0 such0 0 0 0
 .  .that for each f g C t , x t; t , f “ 0 as t “ q‘.d 0 00
 .DEFINITION 2.3. The zero solution of 2.1 is said to be uniformly
asymptotically stable if it is uniformly stable and there exists d ) 0 such0
 .  .that for each « ) 0 there exists T « ) 0 such that t G 0 and f g C t0 d 00
<  . <  .imply x t; t , f - « for all t G t q T « . The above d is called the0 0 0
attraction radius.
Let
g t “ ‘ as t “ ‘ 2.2 .  .
y1 .   . 4and g t s sup s; g s s t for each t G 0 and assume that there exists
w . w .a continuous function a : 0, ‘ “ 0, ‘ such that
a t M f G yF t , f G ya t M yf .  .  .  .  .t t
for all t G 0 and f g C t , 2.3 .  .H
 .   .4 t  .where M f s max 0, sup f s . Let l s sup H a s ds.t sgw g  t ., t x t G 0 g  t .
w xNow, to improve the result of Lemma 3.2 in Yoneyama 4 , we start the
following lemma:
 .  . w   .. xLEMMA 2.1. Let x t be a solution of 2.1 on g g t , T for some
t .  .0 F t - T such that x t s 0. For a s H a s ds, if a ) 1, then there existsg  t .
y1 t .  .s such that t - s - g t and H a s ds s 1. If a F 1, then set s s t.1 1 g  s . 11
Then,
s y1t t1  .g t< <x t F a s ds a s ds q a s a s ds ds .  .  .  .  .H H H H / .  .t g s s g s1 1
< <= sup x t , .
  ..g g t FtFt
w xfor all t g t, T .
w xProof. This lemma is proved the same way as in 4, pp. 137]139 .
w x  w xIn the proof of Lemma 3.2 in 3 and also 4, Lemma 3.1 , the next
 . w x lemma is useful to improve the condition in Theorem 1.1 ii in 3 and also
w x.4, Theorem 4.1 .
LEMMA 2.2. Under the conditions of Lemma 2.1, we ha¤e
s y1t t1  .g ta s ds a s ds q a s a s ds ds F K l , 2.4 .  .  .  .  .  .H H H H
 .  .t g s s g s1 1
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where
l2 , 0 F l F 1,2K l s . 1 l y , l ) 1.2
 .Proof. i If a F 1, then for s s t,1
s y1t t1  .g ta s ds a s ds q a s a s ds ds .  .  .  .H H H H
 .  .t g s s g s1 1
y1 t .g ts a s a s ds ds .  .H H
 .t g s
t y1 t t .g ss a s a s ds ds y a s a s ds ds .  .  .  .H H H H
 .  .g t s g t s
2 21 d at t t
F l a s ds q a s ds ds s la y . .  .H H H /2 ds 2 .  .g t g t s
 . 2  . 2  . .2 2Let g a s la y a r2. Then g a s l r2 y 1r2 a y l F l r2.
 .  . 2 2Hence, if l F 1, then from a F l F 1, g a F g l s l y l r2 s
12  .  .  .l r2 s K l , and if l ) 1, then from a F 1 - l, g a F g 1 s l y s2
 .K l .
 .ii If a ) 1, then l G a ) 1. For the above defined s , we have1
s y1t t1  .g ta s ds a s ds q a s a s ds ds .  .  .  .H H H H
 .  .t g s s g s1 1
s y1t t1  .g ss a s a s ds ds q a s a s ds ds .  .  .  .H H H H
 .  .g s t g s s1 1 1
t y1 t .g ss a s a s ds y a s ds ds .  .  .H H H 5 .g s s s1
21 d 1t t t
F l a s ds q a s ds ds s l y s K l . .  .  .H H H /2 ds 2 .  .g s g s s1 1
Then, we have two theorems on the uniform stability of the zero
 .  .  wsolution of 2.1 and the existence of lim x t see 4, Theorems 3.1 andt “‘
x.4.1 .
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 .  .  .  .THEOREM 2.1. Assume that g t and F t, f satisfy 2.2 and 2.3 and
that
3t
a s ds F for all t G 0. .H 2 .g t
 .Then, the zero solution of 2.1 is uniformly stable.
3 .  .THEOREM 2.2. Assume that 2.2 , 2.3 hold and l - . Then for each2
 .  . y2 lt G 0 and f g C t , lim x t; t , f exists, where d s He .0 d 0 t “‘ 0
The following lemma is also useful to improve the condition in Theorem
w x4.2 in 4 but its proof is similar.
3LEMMA 2.3. Assume that l - . There exists T G t and a continuous02
 .function h t, « for t G T and each « ) 0 such that
sup F t , f F yh t , « , .  .
 .f t G«
2.5 .‘
inf F t , f G h t , « for t G T and h t , « dt s ‘. .  .  .H
 .f t Fy« T
 .Then the zero solution of 2.1 is uniformly stable and asymptotically stable.
 .Proof. By Theorem 2.1, the zero solution of 2.1 is uniformly stable.
y2 l  .  .  .Let d s He , t G 0, and f g C t , and let x t s x t; t , f be the0 0 d 0 0
 .  .solution of 2.1 . Then by Theorem 2.2, « s lim x t exists. As wast “‘
 .pointed out, if x t is oscillatory, then « s 0 and if there exists T ) t such0
<  . <  . <  . <that x t ) 0 for all t G g T , then x t is non-increasing for t G T.
 .  .  .  .Suppose that x t ) 0 for t G g T and « ) 0. Then x t G « for t G g T ,
 .and it follows from 2.5 that for t G T
t
x t y x T F y h t , « dt “ y‘, as t “ ‘, .  .  .H
T
which is a contradiction. Similarly, for any eventually negative solution, we
have « s 0, which completes the proof.
w x  .Remark 2.1. The conditions of 4, Theorem 4.2 satisfy 2.5 .
Now we proceed to prove the other three lemmas:
 .LEMMA 2.4. For any « ) 0, there exists a positi¤e constant h « such that
lim inf sup F t , f F yh « - 0, 2.6 .  .  . /t“‘  .f t G«
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if and only if
for all sequences t “ ‘ and f g C t which con¤erges to a constant .n n H
nonzero function in C t , F t , f does not con¤erge to 0. .  .H n n
2.7 .
 .Proof. Inequality 2.6 does not hold if and only if there exists « ) 00
such that
lim inf sup F t , f s 0; .
t“‘  .f t G« 0
 4  .that is, there exist sequences t , f such that t “ ‘ and f g C tn n n n H
 .  .converges to a constant nonzero function in C t and F t , f convergesH n n
 .to 0, which is equivalent to stating that 2.7 does not hold.
3  .LEMMA 2.5. Assume that l - and 2.6 holds. Then the conditions in2
 .Lemma 2.3 are satisfied, and moreo¤er, the zero solution of 2.1 is uniformly
asymptotically stable.
 .  .Proof. Inequality 2.6 implies 2.5 and by Lemma 2.4, the conditions
 .in Lemma 2.3 are satisfied. Assume that the zero solution of 2.1 is not
uniformly asymptotically stable. Then by Definition 2.3, for any d ) 0,0
there exists a constant « ) 0 such that d ) « ) 0 and there exists a0 0 0
 4  .  .sequence t , f such that t “ ‘, f g C t , and d ) f t G « .n n n n d 0 0 n n 00w x   .4Hence by the same way in 5 , there exists a subsequence f t suchn nk k
 . X  .that f t converges to a nonzero constant c G « and f t “ 0 asn n 0 n nk k k k
 . X  .  .k “ ‘. But by the assumption of 2.6 , f t s F t , f “ 0 as k “ ‘,n n n nk k k k
which is a contradiction.
3  .LEMMA 2.6. Assume that l F and t y g t is not bounded. Then the2
 .zero solution of 2.1 is not uniformly asymptotically stable.
 .  .  .Proof. For t G t , there is a function p t such that g t - p t - t0
1t t .  .and H a s ds s H a s ds. Hencep t . g  t .2
1 . t  .p t p t
a s ds s a s ds and sup a s ds .  .  .H H H2 .  .  .g t g t g ttG0
l 3t
s sup a s ds s F - 1. .H 2 4 .p ttG0
 .  .For any d ) 0 and T ) 0, let x t be the solution of 2.1 with the initial
 . w  . xfunction f s s d for s g g T , T at T. Then
ly1 .p Ty1x p T s d 1 y a s ds G d 1 y , .  . . H /  /2T
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 .which implies that the zero solution of 2.1 is not uniformly asymptotically
 .stable if t y g t is not bounded.
By the above lemmas, we can obtain the improved version of the main
w xtheorems in Yoneyama 3, 4 as the following theorem:
3 .  .THEOREM 2.3. Assume that 2.2 and 2.3 hold and l - .2
 .  .  .i If 2.5 is satisfied, then the zero solution of 2.1 is uniformly
stable and asymptotically stable.
 .  .  .ii If 2.6 is satisfied, then the zero solution of 2.1 is uniformly
asymptotically stable.
 .  .  .iii If t y g t is not bounded, then the zero solution of 2.1 is not
uniformly asymptotically stable.
w xThis theorem is proved the same way as in Yoneyama 3, 4 making use
 w x.of Lemmas 2.1]2.6 see also Yorke 5 .
3Remark 2.2. The condition l - in Theorem 2.3 can be replaced by2
3t
lim sup a s ds - , .H 2 .g tt“‘
 wwhich is shown by a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 2.3 see 3,
x.Remark 3.1; 4, Remark 4.1 .
t  . ‘  .Note that if inf H a s ds ) 0, then H a s ds s q‘ and we cant G 0 g  t . 0
 . t  . ‘  .easily see that there are a t such that inf H a s ds s 0, H a s ds st G 0 g  t . 0
 . q‘, and the condition 2.5 is satisfied see Example 2.1 and also
w x w x.Yoneyama 2 and Hara et al. 1 .
w x t  .Therefore, in the theorems in Yoneyama 3, 4 , inf H a s ds ) 0 ist G 0 g  t .
 .usually not an essential condition for the zero solution of 2.1 to be
asymptotically stable.
Hence our Theorems 2.1]2.3 are slightly improved versions of Theorems
w x w x1.1 and 3.1 in 3 and Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 in 4 .
EXAMPLE 2.1.
x9 t s ya t x g t , t ) 0 .  .  . .
2.8 . x t s f t , g 0 F t F 0, .  .  .
 .  .where g t s t y 2p , f g C 0 andH
k 1 y cos t , 4np F t F 4n q 2 p .  .
a t s .  0, 4n q 2 p F t F 4 n q 1 p , n G 0. .  .
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Then
t  .4 nq2 p
l s sup a s ds s k 1 y cos t dt s 2kp , .  .H H
 .g t 4 nptG0
 .  .and for t G 0 and each « ) 0, there exists h t, « s « a t such that
sup F t , f F yh t , « , inf F t , f G h t , « , for t G 0 .  .  .  .
 .f t Fy« .f t G«
‘  . ‘  .and H h t, « dt s « H a t dt s q‘.0 0
3 3  .Hence, if 0 - k - , then l - and 2.5 holds. Thus, by Lemma 2.2,4p 2
 .the zero solution of 2.7 is uniformly stable and asymptotically stable.
 4‘  .Since there exists a sequence t such that a t s 0, t “ ‘, theren ns1 n n
 .  .exists a sequence f t “ c / 0 but F t , f “ 0 as n “ ‘, whichn n n n
 .   ..implies that 2.6 and 2.7 does not hold.
 .But by elementary calculations, we have for any f g C 0 ,H
t¡
f 0 q k 1 y cos t f t y 2p dt , 0 F t F 2p .  .  .H
0
n~ 1 y k t y 4np y sin t 1 y 2kp x 2p , 4 .  .  .x t s .
4np F t F 4n q 2 p , n G 1 .
n¢ 1 y 2kp x 2p , 4n q 2 p F t F 4 n q 1 p , n G 0. .  .  .  .
2.9 .
1  .Hence, if 0 - k - , then 0 - l - 2 and the zero solution of 2.8 isp
 .uniformly asymptotically stable. Thus, 2.8 is an example such that if
3 1 3  .   ..F k - , then F l - 2 and 2.6 and 2.7 does not hold but its zero4p p 2
3solution is uniformly asymptotically stable. This means that l - and2
 .2.6 are sufficient conditions but not necessary conditions for the zero
solution to be uniformly asymptotically stable.
 .  .  .Note that by 2.9 , x t s 0 implies t s 4n q 2 p , n G 0 and in Lemma
t  .  .  .  .2.2, H a s ds s 1 for s s 4n q 2 p , g s s 4np , and K l s l y 1g  s . 1 11
for l ) 1.
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